Harmar designs, engineers and produces American made lift, ramp and home access products that enhance people's mobility, independence and quality of life. Our products include a complete line of Auto Lifts, Access Ramps and Home Access Products.

Harmar products are available exclusively through a nationwide network of authorized dealers. Customers receive care from the nation's top mobility dealers. Harmar's dealers will assist in determining the best product to fit your needs and budget. It is imperative to have an authorized Harmar dealer demonstrate, install and service your Harmar lift.

Harmar's lifts, ramps and home access products are designed and built with the “Harmar difference” - they are simpler, stronger, lighter and easier to use.
Harmar’s lineup of quality Micro Lift Systems makes transporting your micro scooter, micro power chair or manual wheelchair a breeze. Designed to combine quality with budget, there is a solution for nearly every application in Harmar’s Micro Lift line. Choose from inside lifts to outside lifts, from micro scooters and power chairs to manual wheelchairs, Harmar has a solution to make you and your mobility product mobile!

**Model AL065**
- Ideal for vehicles that cannot accept a standard inside lift
- Attaches to trailer hitch and loads scooter inside
- Lightweight components
- Easy disassembly
- Weatherproof remote hand control
- Class III hitch standard, Class II available
- 200 lb lifting capacity

**Model AL055**
- Mounts in trunk or cargo areas
- Lightweight components
- Easy disassembly
- Weatherproof remote hand control
- Docking devices available for virtually every application
- 200 lb lifting capacity

**Model AL050**
- Fits virtually all micro chairs
- 23.5” x 33” Platform
- Powered lift, manual fold
- No chair modifications
- Class I and II hitch standard
- License plate mount included
- 135 lb lifting capacity
- Weighs 70 lbs installed
- Swing Away option available

**Model AL030**
- Fits folding manual wheelchairs
- Unique, adjustable hold-down arm
- No wheelchair modifications required
- Ball mount standard, upgrades available
- 100 lb lifting capacity
- Swing Away option available

**Model AL003**
- For folding manual wheelchairs
- Tilting joint for “roll-on” ease
- Unique, adjustable hold-down arm
- Folds down to access tail and lift gates
- No wheelchair modifications required
- Folds when not in use
- Ball mount standard, upgrades available
- 100 lb lifting capacity

**Model AL001**
- The AL001 Universal Carrier is an economical solution for transporting your personal mobility vehicle. This lift is compatible with virtually every scooter or power chair, is easy to operate and built to last for years of trouble free use.
- 500 lb capacity
- Fully manual operation
- No chair/scooter modifications required
- Oversized platform accommodates virtually all power chairs and scooters
- Easy installation
- Folds when not in use
- Class II or III hitch adapter available
- 1-Year Warranty

**Model AL010**
- Fits virtually all micro scooters
- Powered lift, manual fold
- No scooter modifications required
- Class I and II hitch standard
- License plate mount included
- 135 lb lifting capacity
- Weighs 70 lbs installed
- Swing Away option available
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